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The recently measured rates for the rotationa& inelastic process (A x So)Na:(j) + Xe -+ (A ’ Su)Naz<j’) f Xe +wz anrl- 
Iyzed end correlated with a scaling theory that explicitly accounts for the adnbsticity of the collision. A brief discussion of 
previous scaling theories (which neglect this effect) is presented. 

An a-Priori scding relationship between rotationally 
inelastic rates [i-3 ] has been shown to allow the 
extraction of state-to-state information from vibration- 
rotation linewidth data fl ] _ It is the purpose of this 
letter to show that such a scaling relationship has an 
important Qdditi~~a~ application -as a means of data 
correlation, reduetion a&t prediction. This method of 
data analysis has an extremely desirable property: the 
coilisional information is contained in a single column 
of the physically measurable rate matrix. 

Consider the case of rotational relaxation- The stan- 
dard method of data compaction that has been em- 
ployed by several investigators [4] involves the 
fitting of the measured inelastic rates, k,$., to a func- 
tion of the so-called natural variables. Ln rotational re- 

faxation, the transition energy is neariy always used, 
and a common choice for the function is an exponen- 
tial [4,5], 

ki,+ =$$Bexp(-Blfj- @) _ (1) 

Here ef denotes the energy of the ith state, ks is a 
prior (statistical) rate, and the parameters B and 0 are 
determined by yielding the best fit to a large amount 
of data- Note that eq. (1) reduces all the unknown rates 
to knowledge of just two parameters that have no 
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simple or direct physical significance_ 
A general scaling relationship has recently been 

developed for vibrationally and rotationally inelastic 
processes and a detailed account wrll appear elsewhere 
[6] _ For rotational inelasticity in atom--linear mole- 
cule collisions, the general expression relating kinetic 
rates reduces to the simple form 

with the restriction ei> ef _ In the above expression 

I[] = 21+ 1, (:I:) is a 3-j symbof_ and ;f$ is an adiaba- 
ticity factor&rich is given in terms of an effecrive 
collision fen& Ic as 

where u = (SkT/~rr) llrz is the average projectile speed. 
(For homonuclear molecules. L - 1 and i - 1 are re- 
placed by i - 2 and j - 2 respectively.) Note that the 
restriction of eq. (2) to downward transitions does not 
limit its applicability since upward transition rates are 
related to these by detaded balance. 

An u~de~t~d~g of the adiabatic&y factor in eqs. 
(2) and (3) is especially important for the proper ana- 
h.&s of experimental data. Physicahy. Ai specifically 
accounts for the fmite collision trme, rc = 1,/v. For 
apPropriate kinetic energies in systems with a small 
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collisional reduced mass and/or cases having closely 
spaced energy feveis (e-g-, He-CO), Ai is nearly unity 
an-d thus caan be safely rxplected. In the Iimit that 
.-tJ, = I and as (ej - ~f)ikT+ 0, eq. (2) reduces to the 
rnfinite order sudden (10s) scaling formula of Goldfiam 
et al. [S]_ For cases with larger reduced mass (such as 
t\iaz--Xe which is considered later) or at sufficiently 
hi&i, the adiabaticity f&tar plays a cruci.d role in 
dctcrmining the variation of the rates kJi_l withj for 
&cd & In this note that 311 of the variables 
esccpt I, in eq_ (33 are explicitly given in term of 
st&ic properties of the collision system such as the 
m-ass and energy Ickel spacing. Since the physical intcr- 
pretdtiou of 1, is defined in terms of the average impact 
parameter for inektic collisions, it is often easy to 
zdeqtmteiy estimate I,_ For rotational tmnsitions in 
neutral atom-molecule colllions, a crude value for 
Z, c.u be taken as the hard sphere radius. in many 
appIkxions ofeq. (1) - such ;Is when kio are known 
and the other rates are predicted - the e&mated & 
is quite adequate and yields good results (61_ &‘hen 
xcurate c.tperimcnt.d data is avaif~bic fespccially as 
a function of initial rotor level), i, no fonger need be 
totally estimated but czn he determined more precisely 
by comparison to the data. WC emphasix that i, still 
must bz ~G_~*~kui~r reasouaable and is thus not a purely 
rtdjustxblc parameter. In essence. the analysis ofcsperi- 
mental measurement; can yield buth the specific dyna- 

miwl rates. k,0. and an improved range for the effec- 

tiw cuflisirw ltngrh, i,_ Wtth this informrrtion available, 

the rates kg for rtil j and 1’ csn bc generated from (3)_ 

The relationship m eq_ (2) is 3 specific dhstr.ttion 

of it geaerai sirtling formuis for non-rextive collisions 
x+ich is fuI1k discussed elsewhere [G] _ For this special 
a.tom-firtear molrcufe case. t\+o orher scaling theories 
[2.3 j a:e sxdiabie. First_ a discussed above. the 10s 
formula sets _-I- i = 1 and (ei - ~,-)ikT = 0 and thus is 
3~ dtrect iimiting form of eq. (2). Second. the dynamic 
coupling theor! 121 (DCT) rcktionship includes the 
cncrg~ Iexel spxirlg as in eq_ (3) but sefs -45 = 1 and 
makes an xiditiond sumption about the form of the 
potcnti.d matrix elements_ It is not a direct hmit of 
eq_ (1) but the DCT s,>Iing espression can be easily 
modified to incctrpor&e the adiab.tticity_ The result is 

x I_‘l~_4’ki_,-,(T) (4) 
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for ei > E]- and where N(E) is the number of rotor 
fevek accessibie at totai energy E_ There is a difference 
between eqs. (2) and (4) in that DC?’ relates each rate 
k&J onfy to Q++ while the relationship in eq_ (2) 
includes a11 higher order effects as well. 

As an example of the utility and power of this data 
analysis procedure, consider the collision system 
(A IC,) Nat-Xe, in which rotational rates have been 
experimentally determined [7,8] for 6 initial states and 
a variety of fiial states at T =z 4.50 I(_ We choose as 
input the set k,‘t6 i’ = f8,20...48, which are derived 
from k16f by detailed balance. Then, if we adopt the 
relationship embodied in eq. (2), the rates kLO are ob- 
tained as the solution to the linear equations 

A multistep procedure is used to solve eq. (5): start 
with kIx t6_ truncate the sum over L to only the lowest 
term and solve for X--,u: nc&t include RI8 I6 mzd X-20 I6, 

truncate the sum over L to the two lowest terms and sofve 
for kzO a& kGO : repeat this procedure up ti11 k4g I6. 
The systematic inclusion of the higher/ rates in eq. 
(5) enables one to detcrmme the convergence of the 
rates kLo_ Following this procedure we fcund that the 
rates kr-* up to L = 24 were converged out of the set 
kzo, -_-_ k@O using input up to ka8 tG_ (The h&her 
rates were unconverged but decreasing rapidly in mag- 
nitude and thus are rcl&iveIy unimportant for all “1~ 
with 1; -if Q 24-j Note that eq_ (5) can be sofved for 
kLO with any vaIue of&_ One method for calculating 
& woufd do a Ieast squares fitting to the data- We have 
not used this technique but fiave determined 1, by com- 
parison of the scaiing predicted and esperimental 
values of X-,, 7a_ This was sufficient for the ans1ysi.s 
of the present data. We also mention that with the mo- 
dified DCT scaling relationship, a simpler snalysis is 
posstbles tile k,, ‘s sre obtained by setting;’ = 16 in 
eq- (4)- 

The above procedure using eq_ (5) yields the comerged 
r&es shown in table I mu! 2, = 7 bohr_ A more precise 
vaiue for i, is not warmuted by the accurxy of the 
eAperimenta1 rates, kz 16 and kT6 74_ For instance, we 
note that the vsh.tcs of X;,, using Z, = 5(U) bohr are 
&most identical to those in tabIe I_ and that the pre- 
dicted value of k76 7J is 0nIy slightly too 1arge (smalQ_ 
As cspected- d moderate variation of lc does not signifi- 
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Table I 
Rate constants from the dcconvotutbn of eaperimentsl d&a 
an Nnq-Xe c&isrorts~~ 

2 0_7891+0.0363 05479+0.0123 
4 02325t0.0780 0.1650~09060 
6 0.0937~0.0137 0.08 1 k0.0046 
8 0.0802~0.0210 0.0558+0.0035 

10 0.0541~0.0190 0.03761-0.0030 
12 0.0351=0.0175 0 0269~0_00~5 
t4 0.0367zO.OI63 O.OZf9~0 0021 
16 0 0232rO.Ot50 0~00t58r0.0018 
18 0.0245=0.0140 0.0136=0.0015 
70 0.0212+0.0I30 0~0~07~0.0016 
22 0*0192+0 0121 0_0081=0.0014 
24 0.0115~0.0113 0*0058*0.0014 

‘) The rates k,~, obtained from the scahn~ relationshIp of cq. 
(W and the modified DCTb both using lc = 7 bohr .ue 
presented here. The temperature IS 450 K, and thu units of 
the rates ,tre IO’-to cm3 s-t_ The stated uncertsinties xe 
due so!eIy to e\perimentzd error. Note that the r&es in 
coIumn a usins eq.. (5) are conre@ecI t+ith respect to add&g 
h&her input rates kf16_ 

=cantly effect the scaling theoreticaI anatysk However, 
the *zegkcr of Ai (Le., 1, = 0) as in the 10s scaling re- 
lationship, will yield rates in upper j Ievels that are 
significantly too large_ In the analogous DCT proce- 
dure the value Ic = 7 bohr Z.&O reproduced the data 
accurately_ The resulting rates dre shown in rabie 1. 

An interesting point is that the matrix of rates kJJ* 

rvithj + 0,~’ f 0 predicted by either eq- (2) with fill0 
from the first column of t&e f or by eq- (4) and the 
kLo’s from the second column are in very good agree- 
ment_ However. the differences between X-1, and k-to 
derived from the two methods serve to stress the 
difference in the models ds discussed above. We have 
used a gaussian form for the experimental input rate 
error to determine the uncertainties in the deconvoiuted 
rates. The non-overlapping of some of the error bars in 

columns I and If is due to the complete neglect of any 
mode1 errors. In fact, both scaiing relationships are 
unlikely to he consistently more accurate than rtlO% 
- to judge from previous work [Z&i] _ As a consequence. 
the two co‘fumns Are actuahy in reasonably good agree- 
ment, especially concerning the propensity for multipIe 
quantum transitions. 

Due to the easy generalization of eq. (2) to more 
complicated systems [6], the followmg discussion IS 
based upon the results using this equation. Sinular com- 
ments would hold For the results of eq_ (4). Using the 
kLu rates and !e_ any individual rate AC?,. itrc;lrrdiug rlrose 
not e~pem??zentai& measrcred can be c&a&tted via eq. 
(2). These are depicted in fig. 1 for sample cases, along 
w%h the measured rates. It can be seen that the agree- 
ment beween the predicted and measured rates is ex- 
cellent. Silarlar ugreemeirf is found for ail rl~e rares in 
rej’I / 7J_ Since the values of ksjs with 21: = 1 would 
be nearIy equal to krel+, it is clear that the adiabaticity 
factor is quote important in this heavy system and that 
the analysis based upon eq. (2) is capable of correlating 

I I1 ! r f t f f I I ‘i I I I : t , , , 1, I II 

-20 -16 -12 -8 -4 i3 0 8 12 i6 20 24 28 

A 
Fig_ 1. S&g predicted and experiment& rater: The rates R 16 t6+&(0) are used to determine the ~~~ m _eq. (5). The sc&n~~ predicted 
rates k5+,+) and k,, t~_~\(o) agee with the corresponding experimental V&IZS ki;jI*(+) and Fit6 ts_4(-) within the experimental 
Imcertainty. 
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and compacting the data, and predicting the rates- Thus, point out a system for further study 8 _ By contrast, 
a pureIy parametrical fitting of the experimental results a poor fit to the data by an arbitrarily assumed func- 
is unnecessary 7 _ We mention that the adiabzticity fac- tional form merely warrants a different functional 
tor should be Iess important for the Na$-He system form - no more and no less. 
and consequently the rates in the upper levels should 
not decrease as rapidly as those in Na;-Xe collisions. 
An experimental verification of this prediction would AcknowIedgement 
be interesting. 

The Naf-Xe example illustrates the value of the 
present procedure as a means of dara-cotnpactfon, 

since only the kL,-, rates and lc are needed to obtain 
all other rates- At the same time, such a relationship 
must not be viewed simply as fitting procedure, since 
the rates I$,, and effective collision length Z, have 
esplicit dynwnical meaning, and they are obtained by 
the deconvolution In this regard, the predictive and 
non-adjustable nature of eq. (2) allows an in-depth 
analysis of relaxation effects. In addition, an unsuccess- 
ful attempt at a deconvoiution wouId impIy that un- 
usual dynamical effects are occurring, and thus would 

We thank the authors of refs. [?I and [9] for pre- 
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T- BruMer for the raw data_ Support from the Air 
Force Office of Scientific Research and the Office of 
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ff See. for e.xample, the deconvolution of linewidth data for 
near-homonuckar moIecuks as presented in ref_ [l]_ 
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